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Welcome 

Peace Corps mission of “building world peace and friendship” continues 
despite the global pandemic. Our 2020 started strong with over 80 
Volunteers working alongside Moldovan partners across the country. No 
one could have predicted in three short months, Peace Corps would 
temporarily suspend Volunteer operations around the global and 
evacuate 7,000 Volunteers from 62 countries within a week. Peace Corps 
Moldova managed a smooth, yet sorrowful, evacuation of our dearest 
Volunteers with the incredible support of partners, host families, Moldovan 
government partners, and US Embassy colleagues.  

Our Peace Corps Moldova vision statement is “Peace Corps works in partnership with 
Moldovan people to support their vision, voice, and capacity in the on-going efforts to create 
a future that includes quality education, a healthy population, strong local organizations and 
engaged communities.” 

Over the last 11 months, Peace Corps Moldova staff has ensured we are continue to work 
towards this vision as we await the pandemic to lessen so we can invite Volunteers back. We 
have pivoted our work to provide consistent and meaningful capacity building and 
professional development experiences for counterparts and youth in 67 communities across 
Moldova. We are using this time without Volunteers to improve our strategic planning, 
enhance our trainings, strengthen our technical and coaching skills, and maintain our critical 
national and local partnerships.  

There is no doubt, Peace Corps is at its best when Volunteers are in communities working 
and living with Moldovans. Despite Volunteers not being physically present, we are proud to 
say we have kept the spirit of people-to-people exchange alive with our meaningful work 
during 2020.  

 

Hannah Gardi 

Peace Corps Moldova 

Acting Country Director 
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Language Proficiency Interview (LPI) Testers Workshop 
January 

In January 2020 Peace Corps Moldova hosted a LPI 

Workshop to prepare new LPI testers as well as to re-certify 

current testers. The workshop was a successful event, as 

80% of the participants got certified thus helping the post to 

have a strong and prepared team of testers for the upcoming 

language events. With the unprecedented pandemic that 

followed the workshop, we involved almost all certified 

testers in conducting the e-LPIs with the Volunteers after they were evacuated. Almost 50 e-

tests were done during April of 2020. 

Project Planning Workshop                                      February 

At the beginning of February, three 3-day Project Planning Workshops were organized for 

first year volunteers and their counterparts. Forty-one Volunteers and their partners had the 

opportunity to learn about project planning, as well as work together on a project idea, 

receiving guidance from Peace Corps staff and inspiration from more experienced volunteers.   

Global Evacuation of Peace Corps Volunteers            March 

Due to the global COVID-19 Pandemic, Peace Corps 

temporary suspended Volunteer operations evacuating 

7,000 Volunteers from 62 countries within a week. With 

borders and airspace closing, Peace Corps Moldova worked 

around the clock with Volunteers’ communities, Moldovan 

government officials, and US Embassy colleagues to safely 

return our beloved Volunteers to the United States. It was 

impossible to know at that time in March 2020, that the 

pandemic would grow as it has and that Volunteers wouldn’t 

be back in country over a year later. We are grateful for the 

tireless support we received during that challenging 

evacuation week and the continued partnership we’ve garnered since.   
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PEACE CORPS PIVOTS: COUNTERPARTS PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

COVID-19 Educational Response Program          

As the pandemic hit, Moldova entered a National State of 

Emergency and schools shut their doors turning to virtual 

learning. It was clear Peace Corps needed to pivot our 

agency’s work to support our Moldovan partners during 

these challenging times. In the spring of 2020, we 

launched our COVID-19 Educational Response Program 

to support Moldovan teacher partners’ rapid transition to 

virtual instruction. This included weekly professional 

development trainings focused on online teaching competencies and the procurement of 

laptops for five of our most vulnerable communities with reprogrammed USAID Small Project 

Assistance funds. 

From April-June 2020, forty-six partner teachers from the English Education and Health 

Education programs as well as COD partner librarians, participated in eight online training 

sessions facilitated by Peace Corps staff and national experts. The training course was 

designed in response to the needs expressed by the teachers to gain knowledge and skills 

necessary to effectively run the online education process imposed by the pandemic. The 

trainings covered digital instruction, information management, creation of digital educational 

content, use of digital equipment in education, and compliance with ethical and legal rules in 

the digital space. 
 

In addition, given the lack of equipment available to the 

teachers and students at five schools participating in the 

training course, Peace Corps Moldova purchased 

twenty-five laptops and loaned them to the schools (five 

laptops per school). The laptops are used by the 

teachers in the professional development trainings, as 

well as by students to access their online classes.  
 

An Education Community of Practice (CoP) was created 

to allow teachers to continue sharing best practices and exchanging ideas for improving the 

online educational process.  

Education Community of Practice 

The COVID-19 Educational Response Program has transformed into a formalized Education 

Community of Practice (CoP) for teachers and librarians who work closely with schools. The 

professional development provided in this monthly forum is based on the needs assessments 

and skills inventories of our partners.  
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During the last five webinars, Peace Corps staff have co-facilitated with teachers 

presentations on the following digital tools for teaching: 

 Google Classroom Apps,  

 Vocaroo,  

 Wordwall,  

 Jamboard,  

 Canva,  

 Linoit,   

 ANIMOTO 

Additionally, the trainings have focused on 

extracurricular activities and student-centered teaching 

methods centered.  

Currently Peace Corps is supporting 56 teachers from 

29 communities and 6 librarians from 6 communities 

through these Education CoP webinars and  through 

regular communication in the active ED CoP Facebook 

group which includes ongoing dialogue and resource 

sharing amongst educators and Peace Corps staff. Through the Educational CoP teacher 

participants expand their access to the high-quality educational resources and content, 

actively communicate and exchange experiences with colleagues, parents and in-

professional networks, and received guidance and support for the topics covered in the 

trainings. 

Community Organizational Development Community of 

Practice 

To support Community and Organizational Development 

partners during the pandemic, we initiated online COD 

Community of Practice (CoP). During the summer, we 

hosted a series of professional development trainings that 

allowed participants to share and learn from each other’s 

experience (organizing educational activities online, 

supporting the most vulnerable groups in pandemic, fundraising online, etc.), but also to 

develop new digital skills (hosting online meetings, designing promotional materials using 

online tools, using spreadsheets for budget planning, using different online apps to 

collaborate while teleworking, etc.).  

In November 2020 – January 2021, we piloted a Project 

Design and Management training with dedicated 

counterparts who applied to the program with well-

thought out project ideas. Participants learned about 

project design and management phases, worked on their 

project ideas step by step, and received feedback and 

improvement suggestions from our team.  
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 

Youth Empowered Summer (YES!) Initiative 

Staff transformed our canceled in-person Youth 

Empowerment Summit into a virtual Youth Empowerment 

Summer. The 2020 YES included a series of online 

workshops that were facilitated by a national partner, 

EcoVisio, and Peace Corps staff as well as a team of 

national trainers. Eighty-one participants from 28 

communities participated. Each team was comprised of one 

adult and two youth, preference was given youth from a 

social vulnerable family. The YES participants had the opportunity to meet and learn from 

each other and the best trainers from Moldova. There were trainings on how to develop and 

implement a community project as well as technical specific 

sessions on communication, leadership, fundraising, team 

building, service learning, and inclusion. In order to support 

youth-centered and youth-led initiatives, each team 

member received a YES Resource Kit which included 

books and manuals, social games, sports equipment, flip-

chart paper, markers, and other materials.  

Many local projects have been implemented as a result of 

the YES training activities and assigned tasks. 

As an example, Victor (14) and Irina (11) from Gura Bicului, worked together with adults from 

the library and local NGO to organize a workshop for local youth on project planning, as a 

peer to peer facilitation. The youth drafted a grant proposal which was approved for $1000 

from the district to transform the local park into a safe place for youth to spend time.  

From a YES Summer to 22 year-round YES Clubs 

Fifteen communities out of the 28 who attended the online 

YES Initiative, signed up to learn more about how to engage 

youth meaningfully and create safe spaces through formalized 

clubs.  

In order to provide more guidance and support for club 

leaders, each Peace Corps staff members was delegated to 

mentor up to two clubs. The mentorship is built upon the Peace 

Corps Quality Club Criteria:  needs assessment, club 

structure, youth leadership, community engagement, safety, support, skill building, diversity 

and inclusion. Each club benefits from one to two coaching sessions per month from our staff. 
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Based on evaluations we conducted with club leaders, they highly appreciate the support the 

Peace Corps team provides in terms of their time, expertise and encouragement. The club 

leaders continue to reiterate that they would like to improve their knowledge and skills in 

working with youth and provide more opportunity for their club beneficiaries to learn, take 

lead, and thrive emotionally and physically. 

Our partnership with EcoVisio has been sustained through the 

entire initiative. They were instrumental in the facilitation of our 

YES Summer, continue to support our club leaders with ongoing 

capacity building trainings, and even partnered with the USG 

Alumni Grant program to procure a laptop for all of our clubs to 

support their ongoing activities during the pandemic.  

The Peace Corps YES network has a very activity Facebook 

group for idea and best practice sharing.  

PREPARING FOR VOLUNTEERS’ RETURN – 

 STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

International Peace Corps Coaching Training  

Eleven Peace Corps Moldova Staff joined an International Peace Corps Coaching Training. 

Through Peer Practice Groups, the staff were the Coach, Coachee and Observer and 

attended bi-weekly large group sessions to exchange practices, learn and debrief 

experiences during the period of July-September 2020.  

It was an amazing opportunity for Peace Corps Moldova Staff to increase their ability to apply 

coaching skills effectively in their work, while also providing opportunities for authentic 

practice in coaching and to enhance their support to Volunteers during their service.  

“What for an intensive period we had! These 10 weeks felt like a full cycle of 

a coaching experience - giving and receiving, listening and learning, being 

open and vulnerable. It is surprisingly beautiful to be able to walk in the shoes 

of a coach, coachee and observer learning what each of this roles entail!” Ana 

Țîbuleac, English Education Program Manager.   

Black Lives Matter Staff Study Group   

Following the events of racial injustice in the United States, the Peace Corps staff hosted a 

study group to learn more about the history and current affairs of racial justice in the United 

States to better support Volunteers when they return. Over six weeks, the Moldovan and 

American Peace Corps staff studied the historical impact racial injustice has had in the States 

and the complex nature of diversity and inclusion. Together, we learned, discussed, and 

developed an action plan to develop a holistic Intercultural, Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 

(ICDEI) approach in our office. We look forward to inviting Volunteers back to an enriched 

strategy. This includes: 
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 revised training to include both American and Moldovan diversities,  

 better supporting our Moldovan partners and host families to understand these 

complex topics, 

 more confident staff coaching support, and 

 stronger peer support networks. 

Enhancing our Training Strategy through a Blended 

Learning Approach  

In the past, all of our Peace 

Corps Moldova trainings 

have taken place face-to-

face. During 2020, Peace 

Corps has introduced the 

concept of “blended 

learning” to our training 

design. This means when 

we have Volunteers back in 

country, they will be encouraged to do some self-directed learning online before coming to 

classroom training sessions or doing community-based field exercises. Using this approach 

will help enhance our trainings to ensure Volunteers are successful during their service in 

Moldova.  

For example, our language team worked on creating interactive content for the language 

learning and the local culture to fit the new model. A series of language videos were created, 

reinforcing the vocabulary and dialogues learned in class. This will offer the opportunity for 

the Trainee to rehearse the new topic’s vocabulary, dialogues and the pronunciation 

throughout the week.  

To better equip our Peace Corps Moldova staff with skills needed for online instruction design, 

15 members of our staff, from the programming, training, safety, medical and administrative 

units, participated in an eight weeks’ Moodle Course Development program, which increased 

our digital skills to design e-learning activities and resources on the agency’s online platform. 

During the fall, we created online courses with interactive activities designed for all types of 

learners, enabling Trainees to become competent Volunteers and serve successfully in 

Moldova. 
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SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR VALUED 

PARTNERS 
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